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 Abstract

Crisis and catastrophe are explored in their temporal dimensions, taking the narrative 
as a reference, and harboring important implications related to human action and 
imagination. Our aim is to take the terms as heuristic categories that reach specifi c 
dimensions of the human temporal experience, including media practices. At fi rst, 
uses and meanings of the two terms are highlighted, to explore their interconnections 
and presence in daily life and academic studies. The notions of narrative, intrigue and 
its interconnections with time help us to identify how crisis and catastrophe can be 
positively understood in association with action and imagination. Thus, crisis and 
catastrophe are both related to modern Western structuring of time and to cultural 
experiences that escape that frame.
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 Introduc� on

This paper aims to approach the concepts of crisis and catastrophe in their temporal dimensions 
and in associa� on with communica� on phenomena, having as a central reference the concept of narra� ve 
as a condi� on of the human experience of � me, as formulated by Ricoeur (2010). The hypothesis, here, 
is that the regula� ng principles of the narra� ve emplotment in each society are organized in a peculiar 
way both in crises and in catastrophes, contribu� ng to them and, at the same � me, resul� ng from them. 
In all cases, considering their interconnec� on with narra� ves, crisis and catastrophe have important 
implica� ons for human ac� on and imagina� on.

Before deepening into these rela� onships, we understand that an ini� al explana� on on uses and 
meanings regularly associated with the two terms is necessary also to highlight their interconnec� ons and 
their strong presence in daily life and in academic thought. Crisis and catastrophe, in these uses, maintain 
polyvalent rela� onships, which can be approximated and dissociated in diff erent ways. In the same way 
that a crisis can result in a catastrophe, a catastrophe can generate a crisis, or they can be simultaneous; 
and they can designate quite diff erent situa� ons as well.

A� er this ini� al explana� on, in which the rela� onship between both terms and the concept of 
event is also briefl y addressed, the paper focuses on the dimensions of narra� ve and � me arrangements, 
seeking to iden� fy how crisis can be understood in a posi� ve perspec� ve, as something inherent to the 
human gesture of producing concordance to the discordances between cosmic � me and lived � me. 
Catastrophe, in turn, can paradoxically be what suspends ac� on and what establishes the need to 
imagine other ways of being, exis� ng and doing. Therefore, we follow the concepts of emplotment and its 
interconnec� ons with � me as proposed by Paul Ricoeur: "Time becomes human � me to the extent that it 
is organized a� er the manner of a narra� ve; narra� ve, in turn, is meaningful to the extent that it portrays 
the features of temporal experience." (Ricoeur, 2012, p. 93).

By ar� cula� ng the ideas of crisis and catastrophe through the manner of narra� ve, we are not 
interested in restric� ng our thoughts to specifi c phenomena or subjects. We plan, in fact, to use these 
concepts to promote a discussion with other ways of thinking, especially the perspec� ves developed 
by Rivera Cusicanqui (2018), Quijano (2009) and Mbembe (2018). Our refl ec� on is founded on the 
understanding that the experience of � me occurs as part of extensive cultural processes that allow, 
as Ricoeur observes, the connec� on of cosmic � me to human � me. To contemplate past, present and 
future as something comprehensible and visible is part of the human organiza� on of � me, whether at an 
individual level, as a group, a collec� ve and/or a society; and this comprehensibility and visibility are made 
through rela� ons with tradi� ons, memories, prognoses, aspira� ons, projects and others processes that 
confi gure spaces of experience, horizons of expecta� ons and layers of the present in everyday rela� onships 
(Agamben, 2009; Antunes, Gomes, 2018; Appadurai, 2013; Certeau, 1998; Heller, 2000; Koselleck, 2006; 
Leal, Sacramento, 2019; Ribeiro, Gomes, Leal, 2017; Ricoeur, 2010, among others). However, it is always 
important to remember that the encounter with chance and other temporal dimensions can expose the 
limit, the smallness or even the uselessness of � me made human.

Crises, catastrophes, events, and the occupancy of the world

In the fi rst Brazilian newspapers, at the beginning of the 19th century, the words crisis and 
catastrophe were used almost as synonymous to mark the rela� onship that the new capital of the 
Portuguese Empire established with other na� ons. Crisis, for example, was the word that defi ned the rivalry 
between France and England in the Correio Braziliense: Ou Armazém Literário, as well as the constant 
exchange of accusa� ons between these countries. It was also used to specify, in the same newspaper, the 
reasons for the annexa� on of Finland by Russia or to expose the revolu� onary threats in Spain. In 1808, 
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the newspaper would regret the catastrophe that happened in Madrid on May 2 of that year, emphasizing 
the debility of a government that did not defend its people (Gazeta do Rio de Janeiro would also do the 
same). As we can see, these terms were strongly associated with poli� cal dynamics, with references to 
environmental or health disasters being rare in the early years of that century.1

Two centuries later, a close look to today's newspapers will reveal similari� es, but also several 
diff erences with these past uses. As a ma� er of fact, this happens at a � me when we are facing the 
consequences of a global pandemic without precedents in this century, in which these terms assume a 
major role. Catastrophe and crisis, in the news sec� on of Google's search engine, in April 2020, lead us 
to narra� ves about poli� cal impasses created by a President and his Minister of Health when discussing 
measures to fi ght COVID-192; discussions on the urgent need to tackle this same disease and prevent a 
catastrophe in Africa3; sinister prognosis and panoramas for the global economy4; and the revealing of the 
virus’s singulari� es in our country and other local problems5. There is also room for natural phenomena, 
like the erup� on of a volcano in Indonesia or a forest fi re in the vicini� es of Chernobyl.

In many of these narra� ves, we iden� fy temporal rela� ons such as an� cipa� on, readings about 
the present and wai� ng. They talk about avoiding a catastrophe, about early warnings of the consequences 
of global warming that have been delegi� mized, about a world that will return to normality and about the 
impossibility of returning to the situa� ons that have caused the crisis. In news that describe some events 
as catastrophes (which are the results or the causes of a crisis), there is usually an established synonymic 
web that links them to tragedy6, disaster7 and disorder8, one that is connected to powerful changes in our 
previous percep� ons of ac� ng on and suff ering those phenomena.

As it turns out, plenty of these quo� dian narra� ves have crisis and catastrophe o� en associated 
with singular events of diff erent magnitudes, whether they are seen as natural or understood as caused 
by humanity. Ini� ally, these dis� nc� ons may seem obvious, even when we try to avoid simplifi ca� ons in 
the connec� ons between events and situa� ons. A presiden� al impeachment, for example, can be seen as 
the event that ignites a crisis, as well as the one that ends the crisis, becoming its synthesis and referen� al 
mark; a phenomenon of nature, such as a harsh drought, can generate a crisis that becomes a major event 
itself, even though it is experienced in everyday situa� ons (like part of the aff ected popula� on leaving in 
search of be� er condi� ons).

Catastrophes, on the other hand, are generally considered events of great magnitude, that can be 
unpredictable like a tsunami, a manifesta� on of nature that escapes and overlaps the � mes of humans; 

1 The newspapers were consulted in their digitalized versions at the Brazilian Digital Hemeroteca. Available 
at: https://bndigital.bn.gov.br/hemeroteca-digital/. Accessed on: May 3rd 2020.

2 Available at: https://www.brasil247.com/blog/mandetta-e-a-conta-da-catastrofe. Accessed on: April 
19th 2020.

3 Available at: https://exame.abril.com.br/mundo/e-preciso-agir-rapido-para-evitar-catastrofe-na-africa-
-diz-cruz-vermelha/. Accessed on: April 19th 2020.

4 Available at: https://g1.globo.com/economia/noticia/2020/04/01/coronavirus-a-catastrofe-economica-
-e-social-em-numeros.ghtml; https://www.istoedinheiro.com.br/em-tres-meses-planeta-mergulhou-em-
-cenario-de-catastrofe/; https://www.correiobraziliense.com.br/app/noticia/economia/2020/04/09inter-
nas_economia,843311/catastrofe-no-comercio-global-omc-estima-perdas-na-economia-brasileir.shtml. 
Accessed on: April 19th 2020. 

5 Available at: https://www.cartacapital.com.br/blogs/brasil-debate/a-pandemia-e-uma-doenca-de-clas-
se-a-catastrofe-brasileira-ainda-esta-por-vir/. Accessed on: April 19th 2020.

6 Available at: https://www.em.com.br/app/noticia/gerais/2020/03/25/interna_gerais,1132490/novo-co-
ronavirus-prefeitura-de-brumadinho-vai-instalar-barreira-sanit.shtml. Accessed on: April 19th 2020.

7 Available at: https://agenciabrasil.ebc.com.br/justica/noticia/2020-04/justica-libera-dinheiro-de-desas-
tre-de-mariana-para-combate-COVID-19. Accessed on: April 19th 2020.

8 Available at: https://noticias.uol.com.br/ultimas-noticias/bbc/2020/03/30/a-arriscada-aposta-da-sue-
cia-de-combater-o-coronavirus-protegendo-economia-e-liberdades.htm. Accessed on: April 19th 2020.
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or they can be linked to the controversies of humanity, such as genocides, bombs and wars. However, this 
dis� nc� on between natural and human events, and even the rela� onship between crisis, catastrophe 
and event, starts to acquire other quali� es and nuances at the end of the 20th century, a scenario that 
becomes more intense in the following two decades. Since then, the percep� on that the ac� ons of human 
beings have consequences not only for humanity has been consolidated. Deforesta� on, diff erent ways 
of pollu� ng, agricultural technologies, extrac� vism, popula� onal growth, poor distribu� on of wealth, 
the extermina� on of human groups and of many animal and plant species, occupa� ons, unequal and 
predatory uses of the planet's spaces and resources are now being seen as an environmental crisis that 
produces regular catastrophes and that foreshadows a terrifying future.

As Eva Horn (2018) points out, there is no decisive event in the environmental crisis: it is an 
ongoing process, one that has a catastrophic nature, which manifests itself in major and minor events 
that are interconnected and present dis� nct temporali� es. Thus, the fl ood in an important Brazilian 
city in 2020 is part of urbaniza� on processes that have consumed and devastated rivers and hills over 
several years; a tsunami in Asia is connected with the increase in ice loss in the Arc� c and in Antarc� ca, 
which are consequences from the excessive pollu� on in the rivers and in the atmosphere, and from 
unbridled consumerism as well; the rises in tomato price is related to the economic cycles of produc� on 
and consump� on and also to the impoverishment of soils, monoculture, transgenics and the high use of 
pes� cides. Therefore, it is no longer a ques� on of associa� ng crisis and catastrophe to a decisive event 
of this or that magnitude. The events, including their own impacts and repercussions, succeed each 
other as fragments, pieces, intercurrences of something bigger, more complex and more challenging, 
that belongs to a world that is simultaneously in crisis, because it is heading towards catastrophe, and 
already catastrophic, due to the crisis that it is living through (Stengers, 2015; among others). So, crisis 
and catastrophe can be understood as soaring and interconnected ways of rela� ng to these many events 
and to the mul� ple temporali� es and dimensions of the present, as the studies gathered by Manna, Valle, 
Bertol and Maia (2020) indicate.

Temporal preoccupa� ons related to crisis and catastrophe are part of a vigorous intellectual 
produc� on in the late 20th and early 21st centuries. The La� n American Council of Social Sciences (CLACSO), 
for example, launched a free access library en� tled ‘Facing the crisis in La� n America’, with works that are 
concerned with the rela� onship between humans and algorithms, also refl ec� ng upon the challenges faced 
by progressive governments and the le�  in the subcon� nent, in addi� on to ques� oning concepts such as 
mul� culturalism and biopoli� cs, producing territorially located thinking. Catastrophe and Crisis is also the 
way in which Eric Hobsbawn, in his book ‘The Age of Extremes’, characterized the beginning and end of the 
‘short’ 20th century, with its atomic bombs, World Wars and ar� s� c-cultural produc� on. This vocabulary is 
repeated in analyses of dis� nct emphases and disciplines, as we can see with Bruno Latour, who iden� fi es 
a crisis in modern cri� cism; Jean-François Lyotard, who postulates a crisis of scien� fi c knowledge and the 
grand narra� ves; Isabelle Stengers and her refl ec� ons on science, catastrophe and Gaia; and Bauman and 
Bordoni, who seek to comprehend the ‘state of crisis’ in contemporary governments. We can also fi nd it in 
Ailton Krenak, who ra� fi es a crisis in the way in which humanity works; Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui, who sees 
the very idea of   present in crisis; Judith Butler, and her considera� ons on the violence that causes and is 
resulted from crises; Rita Laura Segato, and her discussions on gender and coloniality; among many other 
authors.

In many of these works, both crisis and catastrophe are used in epistemological oriented thoughts 
that pretend to promote new ways of inhabi� ng and territorializing the world, or even recognizing an actual 
arrangement of present and ongoing rela� ons. Whether due to a modernity that never really existed, that 
is in crisis or that no longer exists, they iden� fy limits, consequences, implica� ons and fractures in our 
ways of producing knowledge, almost always related to their Eurocentric matrices, o� en taken as colonial 
(regarding the coloniality, see Quijano, 2009; Mbembe, 2018; Rivera Cusicanqui, 2018, among others).
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As Gilberto Guimarães Filho puts, in a text that analyses the rela� ons between jus� ce and utopia 
in Paul Ricoeur’s work,

Establishing a dialogue with temporality and history, it is clear that every narra� ve is 
a selec� on: elements are chosen as important or relevant and narrated from a certain 
point of view, a certain way. Only the relevant and notable moments of the ac� on 
are narrated, the ones that make sense to what is at stake in the plot. However, we 
can always narrate in a diff erent way, and this selec� on opens up the possibility of 
manipula� on, of cunning strategies, such as forge�  ng important facts for personal 
or poli� cal interests. For this reason, exists the problem of the always controversial 
‘offi  cial’ stories of a people (Guimarães Filho, 2016, p. 201).

Although they are situated around the problem of the always precarious equality, Gilberto 
Guimarães Filho's considera� ons coincide with the concerns of several studies focused on the recogni� on 
of the dynamics of coloniali� es. As products made by humans, narra� ves are subject to contradic� ons and 
disputes of meaning and power, so they are also privileged phenomena for scru� nizing ways of proposing 
intelligibili� es about crises and catastrophes. In this scenario, there is a challenge imposed to narra� ves 
when iden� fying temporali� es, events, spa� ali� es and characters that can be named or obliterated, 
valued or neglected, placed under hierarchiza� ons, in a forced or privileged manner, that seek, in a broad 
sense, to s� mulate and give visibility to stories (and pasts, presents, futures) or circumscribe them, and 
even prevent narra� ons that are considered subaltern and less signifi cant.

Therefore, the frequent uses of crisis and catastrophe cannot be dissociated from the Western 
and modern structura� on of � me, that begins with the worldwide expansion of Europe. That is, if the 
past is what must be overcome by the future in an increasingly accelerated present, as proposes Koselleck 
(2006), the fi xa� on for revolu� ons and ruptures leads to a permanent feeling of crisis. However, this 
sensa� on of rupture and belief in progress has become more and more problema� c for (post) moderns, 
to the point of becoming an apparent (and catastrophic?) paralysis of ac� on, recognized in proposi� ons 
like the slow present (Gumbrecht, 2015) or presenti sm (Hartog, 2015). On the other hand, if presenti sm 
is understood in a nega� ve perspec� ve by some authors who are deba� ng European modernity, other 
cultural experiences of � me help us making the temporal rela� ons of past-present-future more complex. 
In studies like the ones made by Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui (2018), for example, these rela� onships are not 
taken as a linearity or a rupture; they are seen in a spiraled, stra� fi ed way, reinsta� ng the strength of a 
present that is dynamic and by no means immovable. It is, a� er all, a ma� er of escaping the Eurocentric 
ways, an act claimed by decolonial studies, who defend that se�  ng certain rela� ons of � me and causality 
into crisis is a demanded poli� cal gesture.

In this sense, due to the epistemological perspec� ves provided by the refl ec� ons we evoked here 
to think about crisis and catastrophe, the scru� niza� on of narra� ves becomes decisive, including the ones 
that circulate through mul� ple communica� on processes and products, demanding acute observa� on of 
temporal tensions, erasure of characters, hierarchies that come from prejudice, among other variables. If 
narra� ves have to deal with complex rela� ons of � me in their opera� ons of making human � me intelligible, 
in a process described by Paul Ricoeur (2012) as an arrangement of discordant events, temporali� es and 
characters in a concordance only made possible by the arts of emplotment, they are also part of the 
complex game of narra� ve iden� � es (Ricoeur, 2012; 2014).

Briefl y, narra� ve iden� ty, for Ricoeur, concerns the dialec� c sameness-ipseity, in which we 
are temporally and permanently confronted with the sameness that remains in us with the passage of 
� me, and with the other oneselves that temporal ac� on, among other variables, imposes us. We are, 
dialec� cally, one self and the other selves, a process that also includes, in addi� on to the ipseity before 
what I was, am and will be, the ethical obliga� on to extend the recogni� on of otherness to those that are 
diff erent from me. In these terms, we are in a permanent crisis, because we act and suff er the (and on the) 
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rela� ons of � me, both when they are taken as pacifi ed and recognizable as when they are taken as capable 
of destabiliza� on; and it is these rela� ons of � me that, epistemologically, insert us in a permanent process 
of experiencing the catastrophes of human � me and its connec� ons with cosmic � me.

Narra� ng, ac� ng, imagining
What, then, is � me? If no one asks me, I know what it is.
If I wish to explain it to him who asks me, I do not know.

Yet I say with confi dence that I know that if nothing passed away,
there would be no past � me; and if nothing were s� ll coming,

there would be no future � me; and if there were nothing at all,
there would be no present � me.
 (Augus� ne, 2003, chapter XIV).

What Augus� ne asserts in his Confessions (2003) serves as a strong star� ng point for Ricoeur to 
develop his ideas in Time and Narrati ve (2012). A� er all, it signalizes an ontological defi ciency of human 
� me (one that always eludes us as it passes us), in the same way that it defi nes the apore� c condi� on 
of any refl ec� on on temporality. Time is simultaneously thought of in a posi� ve perspec� ve (what has 
been, what is and what will be) and in a nega� ve one (what no longer is, what is not yet and what will 
be no more). Faced with this inconsistency of the being-of-� me that leads us to a principle of ul� mate 
discordance, Ricoeur perceives in the emplotment a path to resolving it in a poe� c approach, while 
off ering some degree of concordance to the chao� c order of � me. “To make up a plot is already to make 
the intelligible spring from the accidental, the universal from the singular, the necessary or the probable 
from the episodic” (Ricoeur, 2012, p. 74).

We propose, then, that the crisis can be perceived as something seminal to any refl ec� on about 
� me. The apore� c nature of � me means that its defi ni� ons are always criti cal, provisional and open. In this 
sense, there is a call to human ac� on that outlines our refl ec� ons on the past and our expecta� ons for the 
future to a present ar� culated as the � me of ini� a� ve. For this reason, linking crisis to the human eff ort 
to produce concordance in discordance postulates the agency of subjects (people, ins� tu� ons, na� ons, 
etc.) in social life’s transforma� ons inside specifi c regimes of historicity. As a fi rst unfolding of this star� ng 
point, we can understand that crisis is inherent to human ac� ons in � me. Each ac� on itself is a response to 
other ac� ons and to the altera� on of a state of things, that has shi� ing and o� en interdependent scales. 
Thus, every human ac� on itself is a crisis because it indicates a transforma� on, minimal as it may be, that 
contains aspects of proposi� on in rela� on to the past, the present and the future. Consequently, the crisis 
cons� tutes itself as the circumstan� al, daily opportunity to review (update, maintain, change, dispose, 
combine, etc.) imaginaries and to act imagina� vely.

If we take Hannah Arendt's (2000) idea of ac� on as a reference, we fi nd that this is "the only 
ac� vity that is carried out directly among men without the media� on of things or ma� er, it corresponds 
to the human condi� on of plurality, to the fact that men, and not the Man, live on Earth and inhabit the 
world" (Arendt, 2000, p. 15).

Thus, understanding ac� on as a poli� cal principle shows the necessity of preserving human 
diversity as a founda� on for a common life, indica� ng that any person should be recognized as someone 
that has the capacity to act. Consequently, crisis will always con� nue due to the need to assign a subject 
to the/of ac� on. In this perspec� ve, expressions such as politi cal crisis do not describe an excep� onal 
moment, but the constant impera� ve of doing poli� cs, of ac� ng and of having someone or something 
responsible poli� cally, for example. Crisis, therefore, if understood from the narra� ve perspec� ve, 
characterizes the con� nuous human eff ort, the ac� ng and suff ering, of organizing a world (and a self) in 
constant transforma� on.

However, the philosophy of ac� on and the Ricoeurian hermeneu� cs inspires us to defend that 
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the gesture of narra� ng does not come from nothing (Ricoeur and Castoriadis, 2018). The narra� ve is 
always connected to stories, tradi� ons, tradi� onali� es, canons and the ethical substratum of a cultural 
reality (Ricoeur, 2010; Leal and Sacramento, 2019) that is prefi gured in the condi� ons that permits 
its establishment. This predefi ni� on makes possible the fact that we are not obliged to a� ribute 
unprecedented gestures of signifi ca� on at every � me. For this reason, even though we always act in crisis, 
given the characteris� cs of � me-being and being-in-� me, we do so by appeasing the edges of this aporia 
and being immersed in a culture that enables us to think about certain things and prevents us to think 
about so many others. That is, we make discordances concordant only considering that prefi gured world. 
At this moment, we can see the rela� onship between ac� on and imagina� on more clearly. “There is no 
ac� on without imagina� on”, says Ricoeur (1989, p. 223). In all dimensions of ac� on, imagina� on has a 
role that is decisive and unavoidable. It is considering the an� cipatory and organizing quali� es of the 
imagina� on, fi gura� ve quali� es we could say, that an ac� on becomes possible and realizable:

It is imagina� on that provides the means, the luminous glade, where we can compare, 
measure, such heterogeneous mo� ves, like desires, and ethical requirements; these so 
diverse requirements, such as professional rules, social habits or highly personal values. 
Imagina� on provides the common space for comparison and media� on for terms as 
heterogeneous as the force that pushes as if it comes from behind, the a� rac� on that 
seduces as if moving forward, the reasons that legi� mize and fundament, as if going 
downward (Ricoeur, 1989, p. 224).

All ac� on, therefore, implies the mobiliza� on of the human capacity to fable, to fi gurate 
expecta� ons, possibili� es, probabili� es, paths, consequences, choices, even when we operate within the 
scope of refl ec� ons that appear to be merely conjectural or reveries or that come in form of counterfactual 
reasoning (Duluermoz; Singaravelou, 2018). Quo� dianly, this interconnec� on between ac� on and 
imagina� on also expresses the ar� cula� ons between the personal and collec� ve dimensions, placing 
ac� on in history and in specifi c social condi� ons. In Ricoeur’s terms, they are the imbrica� ons between 
the imagina� on as a human potency, manifested in each individual, and the social imaginary.

Elabora� ng from the categories developed by Alfred Schutz, Ricoeur observes that the imagina� on 
operates from intersubjec� ve schema� sms, which compose what is called the social imaginary. In them, 
decisive passages are produced, from me to us, from us to them and vice versa. In other words, it is based 
on the ethical substrate of some cultural reality that we are able not only to project, to conceive our 
individual ac� ons, but also to perceive ourselves as part of a broader collec� ve, guided by equality and 
diff erences, that also includes those that are already gone and those who are s� ll to come. In Ricoeur's 
words:

(...) imagina� on carries the competence to preserve and iden� fy the analogy of the 
ego, in all rela� ons with our contemporaries, our predecessors and our successors. 
Therefore, its competence is to preserve and iden� fy the diff erence between the 
course of history and the course of things (....). But we will remain aff ected by the 
course of history and by the eff ects of history only insofar as we are able to expand our 
capacity to be aff ected by them. Imagina� on is the secret of this competence (Ricoeur, 
1989, p. 227).

Whether in the so-called healthy or sick forms of ideology or utopia, we are constantly strained 
between movements of preserva� on and openness of meaning, both at individual and collec� ve level. This 
is part of the dynamics of human ways of ac� ng, suff ering, imagining. However, there are situa� ons capable 
of calling into ques� on this world that is given to us and the manners in which these dynamics usually become 
opera� onal. Suddenly, forms of emplotment, of amalgama� ng concordances and discordances that are 
naturalized and available in daily life seem to lose their eff ect, exposing the ontological inconsistency of 
human � me and its historical-social processes. At those moments, crisis tends to give way to catastrophe. 
Although, as we have seen, catastrophe is a term that can be applied to diff erent phenomena, some� mes 
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comprehended as a consummated fact, an event of considerable magnitude, in the perspec� ve that we 
share here this associa� on becomes not so simple. The loss of eff ect in the mise-en-intrigue processes 
(Manna and Lage, 2019), in ar� cula� ng concordance-discordance, is not merely a consequence of natural 
or human disasters, for example. A tsunami does not necessarily generate this loss of eff ect, since diff erent 
social ins� tu� ons, such as the news media, act exactly with the intent of preven� ng the occurrence of 
this rupture, confi guring the event out of established cultural matrices, like the melodrama (Ribeiro et al., 
2020). In some cases, the catastrophe appears less as something external to the individual, and more as 
the quality of the rela� onship that this person may have, in a specifi c situa� on, with what is surrounding 
him/her. As Leal and Gomes (2020) point out, even an ordinary repeated act can, some� mes, happen as a 
catastrophe, when the condi� ons of ac� on in the prefi gured world are destabilized.

In this posi� ve perspec� ve that we intend to endorse, catastrophe acquires the status of being the 
limit of the ac� on, which demands an intense and radical change or prevalence over some state of things, 
including one’s way of thinking. In this way of understanding it, catastrophe would be the interdic� on or 
the momentary suspension of ac� on and, by extension, of the human capacity to imagine. This is what 
some relati ons with events considered to be major, such as the collapse of a mining dam, an earthquake 
or a pandemic spread of a virus, among other phenomena, can promote. Therefore, in the dimension we 
engaged in here, catastrophe appears as some kind of violent suspension of a certain possible world, in 
which historical forms of understanding � me and the world itself collapse and the eff orts to deal with the 
transforma� ons of ac� on become depleted. However, even if it imposes limits on human ac� on, unless 
this limit is truly apocalyp� c, catastrophe is not confi gured as an end, but, on the contrary, it demands 
overcoming, imposing the urgency and the need of ac� ng, as part of the work of building new, diff erent 
possible world, state of things, society, etc. – a possible return to a state of normality or the founda� on of 
a new normal. 

As Alphonso Lingis (2018) explains, we live in a world that can be defi ned by a rigorous determinism 
and an eff ort of exhaus� ve planning as a form of trying to control the aporias of � me – and that seems 
to gain intensity in the face of the dynamics related to living (and surviving) through a pandemic, since 
the mul� plica� on of texts and tutorials about what to do to organize � me, to make it produc� ve and 
busy during periods of social distancing. But even outside these extraordinary experiences, all the � me, 
we set personal and intersubjec� ve goals for work and for our aff ec� ve rela� onships, we load ourselves 
with responsibili� es and we o� en forget that there is an “an element of chance and risk in every rela� on 
with another human being. We never really know what someone might think or might do. We can only 
trust him or her” (Lingis, 2018, p. 30). Thus, our experience is marked by a deep uncertainty about the 
improbable reasons for our origin and our future. In addi� on, it does not ma� er how much we plan, we 
are always subject to disrup� ons in our expecta� ons, including those that have a personal dimension 
that, for each human being, will lead to an unpredictable course: losing a job, the death of a beloved 
one, receiving the diagnosis of an incurable disease, and even, as many audiovisual narra� ves explore, 
a � ny change in the temporal and spa� al organiza� on of our daily rou� nes. These situa� ons destroy the 
rhythmic � me of work and reason, opening a gap in our forms of crea� ng narra� ves, requiring other ways 
to make the discordances concordant in cosmic � me.

That said, when reposi� oned, catastrophe does not mean the absolute failure of ac� on. That 
would be death (also considered metaphorically). Those who stay alive act. Unless we consider the 
possibility of an end to everything, catastrophe also reinforce the possibility of survival. For those who 
stay alive, it represents, paradoxically, that some ways of ac� ng in the world will lose their meaning, 
as will some narra� ves that gave coherence and signifi cance to that world in which they used to live; 
and it also represents an impera� ve of ac� ng to establish a new place, not yet understood, in which the 
previous imaginary no longer seems to make sense any longer. The turning point indicates that certain 
ac� ons, situa� ons, rou� nes, and events no longer signify what they signifi ed before the catastrophe. In 
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fact, as noted by Leal, Borges and Tognolo (2019), diff erent contemporary audiovisual produc� ons, such 
as Batt lestar Galacti ca, The 100, The walking dead, The expanse, and 3%, have repeatedly narrated post-
apocalypti c reali� es and the challenges of living in (ac� ng, imagining, building) another world a� er the fall 
of the one that existed before. Likewise, as perceived by Costa and Jácome (2018), we can also observe 
a certain fl a� ening of temporal dimensions in series like Black Mirror, Westworld and The Refugees, that 
"(...) talk about a future to come in which humanity is faced with the disastrous consequences of the 
dream of modernity, in which the omnipresent technology is a witness to a failed progress" (Costa and 
Jácome, 2018, p. 283).

In regard to the refl ec� ons about � me, crisis and catastrophe appear, then, as interpreta� ve 
categories that allow us to reach important aspects of the human experience of � me, being applicable 
to diff erent situa� ons and events. As we indicated, a nuclear disaster, the fall of a poli� cal regime, death, 
the erup� on of a volcano, the emergence of a new virus and a new pandemic, for example, can be seen 
in diff erent approaches when considered under the crisis or the catastrophe lens, acknowledging yet that 
it is not on every occasion that each term would be exactly per� nent. Anyways, every event, unfolded in 
� me, can be seen as a crisis, but not always as a catastrophe.

Presen� sm as a strong present: rela� onal proposi� ons between 
crisis and catastrophe

In the previous sec� on, we affi  rmed that crisis is an inherent feature of the human condi� on 
of experiencing � me, and that, as a catastrophe, it cons� tutes ways of understanding and rela� ng to 
the world. Now, we would like to dwell in a specifi c regime of historicity. The so-called modern history, 
as emphasized by Koselleck (2006), can be seen as the emergence of a new temporal confi gura� on, a 
new ti me, which results in major consequences for all humanity and reposi� on the idea of crisis. This 
happens because, in the modern (Western, Eurocentric) experience, � me becomes not only the way in 
which all stories unfold, but it also starts to acquire a historical quality by itself. European modernity (and 
its internal and external colonialisms) does not designate a fi xed � me, it only qualifi es it in contrast to an 
earlier � me (without informing the historical content of that period). For this reason, there is a postula� on 
of a temporal linearity that monopolizes and unifi es the other fl ows of � me following one same scale. 
Diff erent cultural stories and experiences become part of the same story, now led by the West. According 
to Koselleck:

The advances of the sciences, which always promised and announced more 
discoveries for the future, just like the discovery of the New World (sic) and its peoples, 
reverberated, at fi rst in a slow pace, by contribu� ng to making us aware of a universal 
history, which would be entering a new � me as a whole (Koselleck, 2006, p. 278).

This new ti me would be defi ned by a belief in progress, in the accelera� on towards a be� er future 
and in the idea of an availability of History. In this sense, thinking about the uses of the word ‘crisis’, it is 
important to retain Koselleck's understanding, for whom the term designates the chaining of a (in)decision 
within an idea of progress. The moderns wait for progress to arrive and their ac� ng can imply wait or 
revolu� on (an ac� on to make history, to make the future arrive). Then, we reach other dimensions around 
the idea of crisis, that is characterized by a fragile present, as a � me of passage towards the closure of 
the past and the openness to the novel� es and benefi ts of the future. This new manner of ar� cula� ng 
present-past-future started to generate a gap between the previous experience (confi gured as a space of 
experience) and the expecta� on of what is to come (glimpsed as a horizon of expecta� on), expanding the 
diff erence between past and future, by considering that the present, the � me in which we live, is now 
experienced as a � me of constant rupture, permeated by new and unexpected events, in crisis.
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This modern composi� on proposes a synchrony to diff erent phenomena, placing them on a same 
compara� ve basis, allowing, for example, to categorize countries as developed (modern) and archaic 
or developing (the pre-modern). The simultaneity of the asynchronous forces the idea of a delay, as it 
authorizes the thought that the technical-industrial level that developed countries already reached could, 
in the future, be reached by the ones in development. In Brazilian imaginary (Jácome, 2020), for example, 
our expecta� on of a developing or emerging country is an experience that compulsorily belongs to them: 
the Modern and developed, the Europeans, the ci� zens of the global north. An experience that is a space-
� me that we supposedly want to reach. However, a series of unfulfi lled promises and wars, genocides, 
environmental disasters, among other events that we could generally categorize as catastrophic, harshly 
shook the belief in an accelerated � me that would lead us towards progress. The moderns are no longer 
(have they ever been?) capable of overcoming the past and making it close towards the future. At the same 
� me, the future is more similar to dystopian refl ec� ons than to an innocent idea of universal progress. As 
Achille Mbembe (2018) points out, the humanism era seems to have ended without ever star� ng.

So, it is not by chance that there are several narra� ves that imply the end of history and the 
challenge of seeing beyond it. “We react more than act”, says Hartog (2015, p. 10) in his examina� on of an 
empire of the present, which he names presen� sm. His book ‘Regimes of Historicity’ proposes a refl ec� on 
about the crisis of ti me, a crisis of a world in which, reigning absolutely, the present imposes itself as the 
only horizon. However, considering our previous thoughts in this paper, we are inclined to look at the 
European presen� sm, following Hartog's terms, less as a crisis and more as a catastrophe. We sustain 
this because, more than a defi ni� ve interrup� on, an end – a death –, presen� sm occurs as an inability or 
refusal to imagine beyond and, at its limit, to act in � me. There is a temporal immobility in a present that 
is confi gured as being omnipresent and omnipotent, imposing a horizon that tends to value immediacy, 
claiming the past as a stabilized monument. It is, therefore, ‘a disoriented � me’, in which the tension 
between the space of experience and the horizon of expecta� on (Koselleck, 2006) becomes a schism 
(Ricoeur, 2012) that is unable to create new rela� ons in the present. In this perspec� ve, presen� sm can be 
understood as a sign of weakening, a European disease in face of modernity, a paralyzing catastrophe that 
acts to prevent � me from fl owing, an insurmountable landmark of our historicity.

For Hartog, presen� sm is seen as an incapacity or a refusal to act, which we understand here as 
a catastrophe of � me. However, presen� sm can also be seen dynamically, recovering the strengths of its 
crisis poten� al as an ac� ng opportunity for imagining and anima� ng other possible worlds, especially for 
those who stand on the margins of European temporality. As María Inés Mudrovcic points out,

When we ask ourselves about a forgo� en past or, on the contrary, an extremely 
present past; when the future appears threatening or sealed; when the present seems 
to consume itself in the instant or it passes uninterruptedly, it is then that arises the 
inters� ce or the crack that makes evident that a proposed, ‘naturalized’ experience 
of � me, in which we lived comfortably, is now being ques� oned. (Mudrovcic, 2013, 
p. 13).

In this sense, in a diff erent and more posi� ve approach than what Hartog postulates, presenti sm 
as a catastrophe of ti me may represent, for La� n American popula� ons, for example, the possibility of an 
eff ec� ve inquest of history as a collec� ve singular.

Mudrovcic (2013; 2015) explains that the monopoly of na� onal histories is mi� gated by a plurality 
of perspec� ves: feminist movements, black people movements, immigrant movements, indigenous 
movements, etc. These perspec� ves demand their place in history and catastrophically (we emphasize 
the term's posi� vity here) claim a new possible world: new forms of rearranging past, present and future. 
Also according to Mudrovcic, in its rela� ons with the temporali� es, the past becomes debt, guilt, memory, 
jus� ce, in short, a past that does not cease passing and in which we act and suff er. It seems to us that 
the main concern here is to do not accustom transforma� ve ac� ons into magical concepts, as Rivera 
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Cusicanqui (2018) warns us, understanding that these concepts possess the ability to explain everything 
and to self-explain themselves, leaving no margins for doubts or inquiries about the heuris� c validi� es in 
them implied.

If discussions based on the concept of presen� sm can poten� ally lead to a feeling of paralysis in 
face of a now that weighs in the form of a present which vigorously imposes itself and of a threatening 
or decadent future, it is necessary to do not fall into the opposite trap of perspec� ves insinuated by 
no� ons of progress. A� er all, depending on the adopted focus, progress would be the arrow for a future 
that is always more auspicious than the past and the present, untwining temporal tensions and erasing 
hierarchies and other problems that colonialist approaches of the temporali� es and historici� es carry. It is 
worth resor� ng again to María Inés Mudrovcic:

Progress was an expected future. As the son of the philosophies of history, progress 
shows a historical process that marks a fi nal stage, the society without classes or the 
peoples’ federa� on, for example. It becomes, then, a philosophical historical project, 
that is, one that has no poli� cal anchorage. Human ac� on is irrelevant to its fulfi llment. 
The progress of the philosophies of history is conceived as a historical process that is 
not a result of the ac� ons of men, but of the development of what Arendt calls ‘extra, 
super or subhuman forces, in which the man who acts is excluded from history’. It 
is the same thing that leads Koselleck to affi  rm that the fi nal stage of the historical 
process delimited by the future conceived as progress ‘excludes the inclusion of its 
par� cipants’, that is, ‘the role of the empirical agent is reduced, it performs an ac� on 
whose origin and meaning is a� ributed to progress’ (Mudrovcic, 2015, p. 105).

With its colonialist premises, progress would consequently be linked to the nega� ve and 
incomplete meaning of catastrophe, when it is interpreted as the end of human ac� on, or perhaps more 
appropriately, when it insinuates the unnecessariness of human ac� on, given the supposedly immanent 
nature of progress as a precondi� on of History. Of the many poli� cal consequences that come from 
there, we have the misunderstanding –strategically repeated to forge a regime of truth, it is important 
to remember that –- of a History with a capital H that, under the rule of progress, becomes universal, 
taking away all the spa� al and temporal diff erences, people, and socie� es with their unique traits. In 
these milestones, crises in progress’ script towards historic paradise are the ones responsible for the 
inexplicable or astounding catastrophes; and the scapegoats are limitlessly exposed daily, for example, in 
diff erent media, embodied in indigenous peoples, in illiterate and impoverished popula� ons, in women, 
in LGBTQIA+ people, in migrants and in an endless number of people hindering progress just because they 
denounce the fallacies of its presump� ons.

Crisis and catastrophe as categories of uncertainty: considera� ons

We started the second part of this text by referring to newspapers from diff erent � mes and spaces 
and their news, in which crisis and catastrophe assume diverse condi� ons, although they are subordinated 
to presupposed condi� ons that defi ne these two categories as being immanent to the nature of the 
reported event. Epistemologically, narra� ve gestures like those tend to erase the complex spa� al and 
temporal rela� ons that can permit more comprehensive heuris� c dimensions to the ideas of crisis and 
catastrophe. This means that those narra� ves poten� ally erase or turn secondary, with consequent 
hierarchiza� ons, characters, events, spa� ali� es, temporali� es and other variables, rendering the 
dimensions of concordance and discordance opaque, as in the meanings proposed by Paul Ricoeur (2012). 
According to the Ricoeur’s premises that we ar� culated with other philosophical and historiographical 
tradi� ons, there is no linear temporality, in the same way that it is not possible to narrate without ethically 
recognizing the challenges imposed by respect for the other (in me or in front of me), according to the 
premises of narra� ve iden� ty (Ricoeur, 2012; 2014). 
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Our proposal here assumes that every eff ort of understanding, every human ac� on, aims to 
organize lived � me. But these movements do not prevent chance, so that the catastrophe of human ac� on 
is exposed and indicates the limits of preven� ve agency intended to avoid it. The contact with the other, 
his/her enigmas, ethical and epistemic trials, and also the cosmic or � mes of nature present themselves 
as catastrophes when exposing the beyond, the unreachable for the human. They require, as a care, a 
sense of rela� vity (not rela� vism), a gesture of se�  ng in perspec� ve the cultural construc� ons of � me and 
the ethical ac� ng, the full recogni� on of the alteri� es in rela� on; this can even be a way of avoiding the 
making of scapegoats supposedly responsible for those crises and/or catastrophes.

We propose, therefore, to take crisis and catastrophe not as the natural sequence of events, 
in which one would be the condi� on of the other's existence, but as terms that allow us to ar� culate 
temporal and spa� al rela� ons, events, people and ins� tu� ons involved in what challenges our narrow 
comprehension of complex phenomena. In this sense, we envision theore� cal and analy� cal paths to 
go beyond certain procedures that impose us, through the media and on daily basis, successive crises 
and catastrophes, preven� ng us from being able to act or situate ourselves in face of them. If, at fi rst 
sight, crisis and catastrophe are exclusively on the key of nega� vity, because they represent ruptures, 
fractures in expecta� ons, interrup� on of personal or collec� ve projects, interdic� on of ac� ng and other 
modes of violence, here we mobilize them both under the aegis of some sort of heuris� c posi� vity. In this 
perspec� ve, crisis and catastrophe present us with the challenge of thinking (ac� ng, imagining) beyond 
linear rela� ons of � me, and call upon examina� ons to the human diversity available in every researched 
phenomenon; but, above all, they s� mulate the cas� ng of doubts and uncertain� es where there seems 
to be a predominance of regularly unilateral and imposed examina� ons, that shows claims of universal 
validity.
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